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Investigating the partitioning effect of substitutional and interstitial elements on the migration of
transformation interfaces during austenite-ferrite phase transformation in steels with the conventional
experimental method is extremely challenging due to interaction between the solute atoms and the
transformation interfaces. Additionally, the simultaneous nucleation of new phases during phase
transformations limits the accuracy of extracted growth rates from experimental kinetics measurements
of phase fractions. In a novel experimental approach, the cyclic partial phase transformation concept is
used to avoid the effect of nucleation on total kinetics of phase transformations. In this study, a Fe-0.5Mn
alloy in the presence and absence of interstitial C and N additions is subjected to different cyclic
transformation routes to examine the possible interaction between solute atoms and migrating in-
terfaces. The experimental results are in semi-quantitative agreement with modelling predictions made
by the local equilibrium approach and provide indirect evidence of Mn partitioning at austenite/ferrite
interface in absence of any interstitial elements. It is also confirmed that the presence of interstitial
elements promotes Mn interaction with the interface, whereas N promotes more Mn partitioning at
transformation interface compared to C.

© 2018 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The precipitation of ferrite during austenite decomposition is a
key step in the microstructure evolution of many important steel
grades. The transformation kinetics in Fe-X-Y systems is compli-
cated by the large difference in the diffusion rates of the interstitial
elements, Y¼ C, N and the substitutional elements, X¼Mn, Ni, Si,
Mo … etc., along with the possible interactions of the elements
with the transformation interfaces [1].

In a given industrial condition, ferrite formation may occur with
or without partitioning of the substitutional alloying element be-
tween phases [2e5]. This leads to complex situations in which the
kinetics of phase transformation in a Fe-X-Y steels can be controlled
by the short-range or long-range or interfacial diffusion of substi-
tutional and interstitial elements. This is not say, however, that
these effects can be simply assumed separated. In many conditions,
).
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the interaction of substitutional element with the transformation
interfaces strongly influences [6,7] or is influenced [8] by concen-
tration of interstitial elements at the interface.

Several experimental and theoretical attempts have been con-
ducted to capture effect of substitutional (especially Mn) and
interstitial solutes (especially C and N) on the interface migration
during austenite to ferrite phase transformation. In a simple
approach, the individual effect of solutes on the austenite to ferrite
phase transformation can be studied separately in binary Fe-C, Fe-N
and Fe-Mn systems. On top of theoretical differences between ef-
fects of C and N in Fe-based alloys predicted by atomistic simula-
tions [9,10], it has been experimentally shown that [11e13] in Fe-N
system with low nitrogen, austenite to ferrite transformation oc-
curs massively and the interface velocity is independent of the
cooling rate, while in Fe-C system the transition from interface
controlled to diffusion controlled regimes delimits transformation
kinetics. In the Fe-Mn system, the austenite to ferrite trans-
formation occurs massively with a large change in strain energy
caused by misfit between the two phases. All these data provide
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useful basics to explain characteristic effects of each individual
element on a migrating austenite/ferrite interface. However, a
simple combination of these findings fails in making accurate
predictions for ternary Fe-X-Mn systems, suggesting a potential
role of interatomic interactions between solutes at interfaces.

In another approach, the effects can be studied by conducting
austenite to ferrite phase transformation experiments in series of
Fe-C-Mn and Fe-N-Mn ternary steels. In this regard, a series of
recent experimental studies on ferrite growth during controlled
decarburizing and denitriding [14,15], have suggested interfacial
segregation of Mn in presence of C, but no sign of interfacial
segregation of Mn in Fe-N-Mn. These findings, based on analysis of
the growth kinetic data, is consistent with the preceding accepted
perception [8,16e18] that the presence of interstitial elements in-
fluences the tendency of the substitutional alloying element to
segregate to the interface. However, the very slow and continuous
ferrite growth in decarburizing and denitriding condition is quite
different from the conventional ferrite precipitation reaction in
which ferrite passes from fast transformation to a stasis regime
[19,20], makes generalization of these findings difficult.

In parallel to experiment, theoretical works also confirm the
importance of the interaction of solute elements at the interfaces.
Recent ab-inito calculations byWicaksono et al. [21] confirm strong
attractive interaction between C and Mn in bulk bcc iron at the
atomistic scale. This is in agreement with the study on ferrite
transformation stasis by Sun et al. [22] using a coupled solute drag
model, stating that repulsive or attractive interaction between
interstitial and substitutional elements can directly influence the
interfacial behaviour of substitutional elements. As an example, Si
interaction with a migrating austenite/ferrite interface in a Fe-C-Y
steel can be very different in the presence or absence of Mn [23].

Underlining the effect of solutes on migrating austenite/ferrite
interfaces, one should remember that the experimentallymeasured
kinetics of austenite to ferrite transformation is a product of both
nucleation and growth. Addition of substitutional elements to Fe-C
and Fe-N binary steels have a strong effect on the nucleation ki-
netics [24,25]. In recent years, development of the Cyclic Partial
Phase Transformation (CPPT) concept, made it possible to study the
effect of alloying elements on migration of the austenite/ferrite
interface without the complications associated with concurrent
nucleation [26e28]. In a CPPT experiment, the temperature is
cycled inside the intercritical zone where both austenite and ferrite
phases are present at all times. The CPPT concept has been suc-
cessfully used to study, both experimentally and theoretically, the
effect of substitutional elements, especially Mn, on the migration
rate of austenite/ferrite interfaces. A stagnant stage, during which
the growth of ferrite (or austenite) is significantly delayed, is found
in Fe-C-Mn alloys, while no stagnant stage is observed in Fe-C al-
loys. While the reported increasing magnitude of the growth
retardation with increasing concentration of substitutional ele-
ments (i.e. Mn or Ni) is attributed to strong partitioning behavior of
substitutional elements at transformation interfaces [29], the role
of interstitial elements on the partitioning behavior of substitu-
tional elements is still unknown.

The approach of changing the bulk interstitial solute content in
order to evaluate the effect of the X-Y interaction is not easily
adapted to phase interfaces. Instead, in this study we have used
CPPT concept to examine this possible interaction in an Fe-0.5Mn
alloy in the presence and absence of interstitial C and N addi-
tions. The kinetics measurement in Fe-C-Mn, Fe-Mn and Fe-N-Mn
systems will open windows to better understand the extent to
which the presence of Mn at the interface is dictated by the Mn-
interface interaction as opposed to the interaction of Mn with the
interstitial elements present at the interface.
2. Decarburization and nitriding experiments

An Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn steel was selected as the starting alloy for this
study. In order to prepare interstitial free alloys, hollow cylindrical
samples with length of 10mm, diameter of 5mm and thickness of
1mm were subject to controlled decarburization to produce the
binary Fe-0.5Mn alloy. The ternary Fe-N-Mn alloys were then
produced using controlled nitriding of the Fe-0.5Mn binary. The full
details for these processes are given by Guo et al. [14]. The exact
composition of the alloys used in this study are shown in Table 1.
While we intended tomake the nitrogen concentration equal to the
original carbon concentration, we did not succeed, but as explained
in the next section we could compensate for the difference in
concentration level by adjusting the temperature ranges over
which to cycle.

3. The cyclic heat treatments

All heat treatments were performed using a B€ahr DIL 805A/D/T
Quenching Dilatometer. Two thermocouples, spaced 4mm apart,
were attached to the specimen to measure the temperature dif-
ference in the sample precisely. All the specimens were heatedwith
a rate of 10K/s to 1173K(900 �C) and kept for 300s(5min) to ensure
full austenitization. The samples were then subjected to different
Cyclic Partial Phase Transformation (CPPT) routes and Continuous
Cooling (CC) experiments with cooling (or heating) rates of 1K/s as
shown in Fig. 1, with the exact treatment temperatures indicated in
Table 1 for each alloy.

In a continuous cooling (CC) experiment (Fig. 1a), the sample is
cooled at a constant rate of 1K/s from the austenitization temper-
ature to a temperature below the A1 transition temperature. During
cooling, the kinetics of austenite to ferrite phase transformation is
controlled via concurrent nucleation and growth events, in consort
with continuous segregation of Mn at the newly formed austenite/
ferrite interfaces and redistribution of interstitial element in the
remaining austenite. In a type H CPPT experiment, as shown in
Fig. 1b, the sample is continuously cooled to T1, below A3 and inside
the intercritical region, kept isothermally for 20min, leading to a
mixture of austenite and ferrite with the formation of Mn spike at
the interfaces and redistribution of interstitial elements (C or N)
around the interface resulting in a minimal compositional gradient.
Then, the temperature is increased to T2, still inside the austenite/
ferrite two phase region, and again kept isothermally for 20min to
give enough time for Mn interaction with the interface and redis-
tribution of interstitial elements before final cooling to room
temperature. In type I CPPT experiment (Fig. 1c), temperature is
cycled between T1 and T2, but immediate changes in temperature
after reaching T1 and T2 are used in order to limit the time available
for the redistribution of interstitial elements. Type H-I and I-H
(Fig. 1d and e) cyclic experiments are designed to generate a spike
of Mn at the interface, with controlled redistribution of the inter-
stitial element only at T1 or T2, through one isothermal holding
stage at T1 or T2, and sudden changes in temperature after reaching
T2 or T1, respectively.

One of the subtle aspects of the experimental work concerns the
stability of the Fe-N-Mn solution against decomposition into ferrite
and nitrogen gas. In order to avoid decomposition during the pre-
sent experiments, it was necessary to work with dilute N contents.
The Fe-N-Mn samples were also coated using gold sputtering to
prevent possible nitrogen bubble formation during thermal ex-
periments in the dilatometer [30]. The microstructure of all of the
samples were checked before and after the experiments to confirm
the reliability of the experimental results. In each case, the exper-
iments were performed at least twice to ensure the reproducibility
of the results. The microstructures after the experiments were



Table 1
Compositions of the alloys used in the experiments.

Alloy name Exact Composition (all in wt.%) T1 T2

Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn Fe-0.0848C-0.47Mn 775 �C (1048K) 825 �C (1098K)
Fe-0.5Mn Fe-0.01C-0.47Mn 860 �C (1133K) 885 �C (1158K)
Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn Fe-0.27N-0.47Mn 685 �C (958K) 735 �C (1008K)

Fig. 1. Different applied experimental thermal routes.
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checked to make sure the amount of possible decarburization or
denitriding during experiments was negligible.

4. Modeling details

Simulations of cyclic phase transformations and continuous
cooling experiments are performed in different composition sets of
Fe-C-Mn, Fe-Mn and Fe-N-Mn systems. For all simulations a 1-D
geometry with a size of 25mm is assumed to represent austenite
grain size of 50mm. Simulations are carried out using the DICTRA
software linked to TCFE7 and MOB2 databases. For each composi-
tion, the Ae1 and Ae3 temperatures are calculated with Thermo-
Calc software [31]. The cyclic transformation temperatures, T1
and T2, are selected as T1 ¼ ðAe3þAe1Þ

2 � DT=2 and T2 ¼ ðAe3þAe1Þ
2 þ

DT=2, where DT ¼ 50K for Fe-C-Mn and Fe-N-Mn systems and
DT ¼ 25K for Fe-Mn system.

5. Results

In this section, the results of the dilatometry experiments and LE
modeling for all three systems subjected to different thermal routes
are presented. For better comparisons in all of the dilatation graphs,
the Y axis displays the absolute difference between recorded dila-
tation at temperature T and total dilatation at austenitization
temperature of 1173K(900 �C). Results of modeling are illustrated in
graphs of ‘superposed interface position’ vs temperature and are
plotted next to experimental results. In order to direct comparison
of the modeling and experimental graphs, the interface position in
modeling graphs are modified by applying the effect of thermal
expansion/contraction with a constant coefficient of thermal
expansion of 0.2 mm/K for both austenite and ferrite.

Fig. 2 shows the experimental and modeling results for CC and
type H CPPT routes in Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn, Fe-0.5Mn and Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn
alloys. The experimental CC curve in Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn alloy (Fig. 2a)
indicates a steady austenite to ferrite phase transformation, while
the dilatation curve for the type H CPPT route between
T1¼1048K(775 �C) and T2¼1098K(825 �C) shows different distinct
stages of phase transformation. In this route, austenite to ferrite
phase transformation starts during cooling and continues during
the isothermal holding stage (20min) at T1¼1048K(775 �C). By
heating from T1 up to about 1073K(800 �C), the so-called ‘stagnant
stage’ [27] starts, during which a linear thermal expansion is
observed and no phase transformation or austenite/ferrite interface
migration occurs. Upon further heating, the nonlinear contraction
is the signature of the ‘direct transformation stage’ during which
ferrite transforms partially to austenite. After isothermal ferrite to
austenite transformation in the course of holding at
T2¼1098K(825 �C) for 20min, the linear contraction during cool-
ing from 1098K(825 �C) to about 1073K(800 �C) indicates a stag-
nant stage in ferrite formation followed by direct austenite to



Fig. 2. Experimental dilation curves and modeling results for CC transformation vs type H CPPT in Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn, Fe-0.5Mn and Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn alloys.
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ferrite transformation stage upon further cooling. The corre-
sponding results of LE modeling in the Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn alloy are
shown in Fig. 2b. Analogous to the experiments, the CC curve in
Fig. 2b displays a smooth growth for ferrite with slightly different
onset temperature compared to the experimental curve. The
isothermal direct transformation stage, stagnant stage and non-
isothermal transformation stage, which are observed during the
type H CPPT experiment are all well captured by the LE model. The
length of the stagnant stage, during which the austenite/ferrite
interface in the model does not move in spite of temperature
variation, is predicted to be 25K, in close agreement with the cor-
responding experimental observation.

The experimental dilatation and modeling of CC and type H
CPPT curves for the binary Fe-0.5Mn alloy are shown in Fig. 2c and
d, respectively. Similar to the carbon containing system, both the
experimental and simulated CC curves show steady austenite to
ferrite phase transformation during cooling. Regardless of the
absence of interstitial elements in this alloy, the experimental type
H CPPT curve displays stagnant stages in both austenite to ferrite
and ferrite to austenite phase transformations after isothermal
holdings at T1¼1133K(860 �C) and T2¼1158K(865 �C) with an
approximate length of 20K, which is well-captured by the interface
position model in Fig. 2d.

For the Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn alloy, the austenite to ferrite phase
transformation during continuous cooling is similar to that
observed in the other two alloys as shown in Fig. 2e. A number of
differences are observed, however, in the type H cyclic curve be-
tween T1¼958K(685 �C) and T2¼1008K(735 �C) in the nitrided
system compared to the other two systems. The length of stagnant
stages in ferrite to austenite (during heating) and austenite to
ferrite (during second cooling) transformations are substantially
different. In type H CPPT curve, the austenite to ferrite trans-
formation is inactive for heating up to about 45K. However, the
linear contraction of the specimen for more than 180K during
cooling cycle after the isothermal stage at T2, indicates to a very
long stagnant stage for ferrite formation in the second cooling
cycle.

As with the experimental dilatation curves, themodeling results
in Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn shown in Fig. 2f, are also quite different from the
other two alloys. While the CC curve predicts a smooth ferrite
growth during continuous cooling, in type H CPPT after the first
isothermal holding at T1, the interface remains immobile during
heating and isothermal holding at T2. The prediction of an immo-
bile interface during heating and isothermal holding differs from
the experimentally observed direct isothermal transformation
stage at T2. Upon final cooling down to 823K(550 �C), the LE model
predicts no interface motion, consistent with the experimental
observation in Fig. 2e.

The results of type I vs type H CPPT experiments and modeling
for the three alloys are shown in Fig. 3. The dilatation curves for the
Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn alloy in Fig. 3a show slightly different behavior of
the alloy when subjected to type I cyclic treatments. In the type I
curve, at the onset of heating fromT1 in the first cycle, the nonlinear
expansion for about 10K points to continuation of austenite to
ferrite transformation, notwithstanding heating of the sample; this
part is referred as ‘inverse transformation stage’. The subsequent
linear expansion and nonlinear contraction by further heating to T2,
are signatures of the ferrite to austenite stagnant stage and the
direct transformation stage, respectively. Unlike heating, no inverse
transformation stage is observed after an immediate change in
temperature, as the linear contraction during cooling indicates a
stagnant stage followed by nonlinear expansion due to austenite to
ferrite transformation upon further cooling. In the modeling results
of type I (Fig. 3b), the interface migration into the austenite region
in spite of the temperature increase points to the inverse trans-
formation stage. This is followed by a stagnant stage, occurring
during the cooling cycle with a similar length to type H.

In the type I experimental curve for Fe-0.5Mn alloy (Fig. 3c), the
respective expansion and contraction curves for heating and cool-
ing cycles between T1 and T2 appear linear, but not perfectly par-
allel. This indicates a very short and negligible inverse
transformation stage at the onset of heating/cooling cycles. The
corresponding modeling curve in Fig. 3d successfully captures the
experimental stagnant stage as well as the very short inverse
transformation stage which is distinguishable by backward inter-
face migration in the modeling results.

For the Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn alloy, according to the observed
nonlinear dilatation curves of the type I CPPT in Fig. 3e, the inverse
transformation stage expands for the whole length of heating cycle.
The short linear contraction of about 10K after immediate change in
the temperature regime corresponds to the stagnant stage followed
by a short nonlinear stage promoted by negligible austenite to
ferrite transformation and linear contraction in the final cooling. In
the simulated curve for type I CPPT (Fig. 3f), the interface sluggishly
moves into the austenite region during heating and becomes
immobile after that. This interface migration manner is comparable
to the slow inverse transformation stages observed in the
experiment.

The experimental and modeling curves for H-I and I-H CPPT
routes are shown in Fig. 4. As expected for the Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn alloy
(Fig. 4a), in type H-I during the first isothermal holding and heating
cycle, the dilatation curve points to an isothermal transformation
stage, a stagnant stage and a direct transformation stage similar to
the type H curve. The cooling curve is similar to type I, and displays
austenite to ferrite stagnant stage and direct transformation stages.
In type I-H curve, a short nonlinear expansion due to the inverse
austenite to ferrite transformation is also found at the onset of the
heating stage, similar to type I, followed by stagnant stage. The
dilatation behavior of the specimen during the rest of the thermal
cycle is identical to the one subjected to type H cyclic experiment.
The type H-I modeling curve (Fig. 4b), captures well the experi-
mentally observed stages during heating. However, in the cooling
cycle after the stagnant stage, there is an abrupt change in interface
velocity during its migration into the austenite region, which could
be caused by interaction with the residual Mn spike formed at the
end of the isothermal heating stage at T1. The smooth interface
migration in type I-H curve, demonstrates the inverse trans-
formation, stagnant stage and direct transformation stages.

Analogous to the Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn alloy, the dilatation curves for
type H-I and I-H CPPT experiments in the Fe-0.5Mn alloy (Fig. 4c),
exhibit mixed behavior in heating/cooling corresponding to type H
and type I, with an stagnant stage of 20K and negligible inverse
transformation stage. The modeling results for Fe-0.5Mn alloy
(Fig. 4d) nicely capture the experimentally observed trans-
formation features in dilatation curves; similar to type I c, the very
short inverse transformation stages in type I-H CPPT curves is
discernible by backward interface migration in the modeling
results.

In Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn alloy (Fig. 4e), the dilatation curve for the type
H-I CPPT route, is analogues to the type H curve, but without a
direct isothermal transformation stage at T2. During holding at T2 in
type I-H experiment, a new stage of ‘isothermal inverse trans-
formation’ is observed corresponding to the continued austenite to
ferrite phase transformation, notwithstanding the 50K rise in the
temperature and 20min of isothermal holding. The LE model re-
sults for type H-I and I-H CPPT routes (Fig. 4f), are very similar to



Fig. 3. Experimental dilation curves and modeling results for type I vs type H CPPT in Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn, Fe-0.5Mn and Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn alloys.
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Fig. 4. Experimental dilation curves and modeling results for type H-I vs type I-H CPPT in Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn, Fe-0.5Mn and Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn alloys.



Fig. 5. Profiles of Mn and C/N before the final cooling at T1 in LE modeling of different thermal routes.
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the predictions for type H and type I routes. In addition, no
isothermal inverse transformation stage at T2 is predicted in the
type I-H route.

In summary, the dilatation curves for the Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn alloy
show four different transformation stages. The length of the stag-
nant stage in both austenite and ferrite formation is about 25K. The
inverse transformation stage is observed for about 10K. The stag-
nant stage, with a length of 20K, is still observed in the decarbu-
rized Fe-0.5Mn alloy. The dilatation behavior in the Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn
alloy is quite different, with longer stagnant stages both in heating
and cooling cycles, as well as protracted inverse transformation
stages.
Fig. 6. a) Isothermal section of Fe-C-Mn phase diagram, b)applied thermal route, c) LE mode
diagram, e)applied thermal route, f) LE model results of type H CPPT in Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn allo
6. Discussion

The differences in the observed behavior between the different
CPPT routes and continuous cooling experiments in the three Fe-
0.1C-0.5Mn, Fe-0.5Mn and Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn systems are semi-
quantitatively captured by LE model. Thus, it is expected that the
features observed by experiments can be explained by analyzing
the results of the LE model.

The profile of Mn and interstitial elements (C or N) after cyclic
experiments at T1 before the final cooling for all of the thermal
routes are shown in Fig. 5 aef. It can be seen that the profiles in type
H show a spike of Mn at the interface, zig-zag partitioning of Mn at
the former position of the interface after the second isothermal
l results of type H CPPT in Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn alloy, d) Isothermal section of Fe-N-Mn phase
y.



Fig. 7. Partitioning coefficient of C, N and Mn in different systems.
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holding at T2, a broadened bulge of Mn at former position of
interface after first isothermal holding at T1 and redistribution of
interstitial alloying element around the interface. In type H-I, the
profiles show a spike of Mn at the interface, the broadened bulge of
Mn at former position of interface formed after first isothermal
holding at T1 and redistribution of interstitial alloying element
around the interface. In type I, the profiles simply contain a spike of
Mn at the interface and redistribution of interstitial alloying
element around the interface. Finally, in type I-H, in addition to the
spike of Mn at the interface and the zig-zag partitioning of Mn at
the former position of the interface after the second isothermal
holding at T2, the profiles show redistribution of the interstitial
alloying element around the interface.

The non-equilibrium transformation stage during heating in
type I experiment is attributed to the incomplete redistribution of
interstitial elements around the interface before subsequent vari-
ation of the temperature. In the Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn and Fe-0.5Mn sys-
tems, as a result of the relatively fast diffusion of carbon in austenite
[32] and low carbon content, the length of the non-equilibrium
transformation stage is very short. In the Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn alloy,
the length of the non-equilibrium transformation stage is longer
due to the slower diffusion of nitrogen in austenite [33] and asso-
ciated decrease in the extent of nitrogen redistributed in type I
cyclic route.

The stagnant stage during cyclic transformation is attributed to
the spike of Mn at the interface as described by the local equilib-
rium partitioning model. The more partitioning of Mn at the
interface, longer the stagnant stage is. Isothermal holding during
cyclic transformation promotes partitioning of Mn at the interface
and builds up a higher spike. This explains why the stagnant stage
in the type I experiments is slightly shorter than that in type H
experiments. In case of Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn alloy, the spike of Mn
formed at the interface at the end of isothermal holding at T1 in
type H and type H-I is strong enough to hold the interface pinned
until the end of cooling part. Thus no ferrite growth is observed
after first isothermal holding in Figs. 2f and 4f.

The difference between the length of the stagnant stage in Fe-C-
Mn, Fe-Mn and Fe-N-Mn alloys under CPPT experiments appears to
support that Mn partitioning around the austenite/ferrite interface
is affected by the presence of interstitial elements. According to the
LE model, partitioning of Mn at the interface is controlled by
equilibrium tie-lines. In order to better compare the partitioning
behavior of C/N and Mn at the austenite/ferrite interface, it is
valuable to study the evolution of interfacial concentrations of the
solutes during cyclic transformation. Fig. 6a shows the interfacial
concentration of C andMn on the austenitic side of interface during
type H cyclic experiment in Fe-0.1C-0.5Mn alloy projected on the
isothermal sections of the Fe-C-Mn phase diagram at three critical
temperatures. The time, temperature and interface position corre-
sponding to each combination of interfacial C and Mn concentra-
tions are shown in Fig. 6b and c. The migration of the interface
during the isothermal direct transformation stages at
T1¼1048K(775 �C) and T2¼1098K(825 �C), shown by C1 to C2 and
C4 to C5, are accompanied by slight changes in the interfacial con-
centrations of both C and Mn along the austenitic boundary of the
phase diagram at T1 and T2. The stagnant stages shown by C2 to C3

and C5 to C6, correspond to substantial changes of the Mn con-
centration at the interface. During the non-isothermal direct
transformation stages of C3 to C4 and C6 to C7, the Mn concentra-
tions are almost unchanged and the interface migration is accom-
panied by a considerable change in the interfacial concentration of
C. The information in Fig. 6a suggests that in the Fe-C-Mn alloy the
stagnant stage proceeds under to the partitioning local equilibrium
(PLE) condition and transformation stages proceed under the
negligible-partitioning local equilibrium (NPLE) condition.
The projected interfacial concentrations of N and Mn for type H
CPPT experiment in Fe-0.3N-0.5Mn and corresponding time, tem-
peratures and interface positions are shown in Fig. 6 def. Similar to
Fe-C-Mn system, the kinetics of the transformation stage (N1 to N2)
and stagnant stages (N2 to N3, N3 to N4 and N4 to N5) in the Fe-N-Mn
system are explainable by transitions between interface migration
under PLE and NPLE thermodynamic conditions. In this system,
unlike the Fe-C-Mn system, the transitions in the interfacial con-
centration of elements on the austenitic side of interface during
heating from T1 to T2 and cooling from T2 to T1 occurs only in one
step of substantial variations in concentrations of both N and Mn,
which corresponds to the PLE thermodynamic condition. As it can
be seen in the isothermal sections of the phase diagrams in Fig. 6,
thermodynamic equilibrium between the austenite and ferrite
phases in the Fe-N-Mn system forms with higher interfacial con-
centrations of N andMn than C and Mn in Fe-C-Mn. In other words,
nitrogen stimulates partitioning of Mn and the build-up of an
interfacial spike, more than C during the isothermal austenite to
ferrite phase transformation at T1. This implies that more Mn par-
titioning is required for the back migration of the interface, as well
as the N partitioning to satisfy the LE condition at the interface. For
the applied heating rate which is the same in both Fe-C-Mn and Fe-
N-Mn systems, before the N has diffused enough to make the
interface move under NPLE condition, the sample temperature has
already reached the inversion temperature T2 and a new equilib-
rium with lower interfacial Mn concentration was established at
the interface which requires even more partitioning of Mn. The PLE
thermodynamic condition observed in the cooling part from T2 to
T1 can also be explained in such a way. This suggests that the
thermodynamic transitions from NPLE to PLE in Fe-N-Mn system
similar to those in Fe-C-Mn are expected to occur if very low
heating and cooling rates are applied during the cyclic experiment.

The inverse transformation stage during CPPT experiments
shows up if the partitioning of the interstitial elements around the
interface does not disappear prior to the rapid alternation of tem-
perature regime and the interface continues its migration in a
wrong direction. In order to better understand the differences in
solute partitioning in the F-C-Mn, Fe-Mn and F-N-Mn systems at
different temperatures it is useful to examine at the equilibrium
partitioning coefficients shown in Fig. 7. These coefficients were
defined as Xg

equilibrium

.
Xa
equilibrium

, where X is mole fraction of each
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alloying element. The partitioning coefficient of Mn is higher in the
Fe-N-Mn system than it is in the Fe-C-Mn system. As a result, ferrite
formation under equilibrium conditions in the Fe-N-Mn system
requires more partitioning of Mn than ferrite formation in Fe-C-Mn
at similar temperatures. Nitrogen partitions less than carbon during
austenite decomposition, however, its lower diffusivity promotes
the longer inverse transformation stages observed in type I cyclic
experiments. Mn in the Fe-Mn binary system has the lowest par-
titioning coefficient suggesting that Mn tends to partition even in
an interstitial-free system, but its partitioning is promoted in the
presence of interstitial elements. The stagnant stage of 20K in Fe-
0.5Mn alloy indirectly endorses that Mn interaction with the
migrating interface in interstitial-free binary system should be
substantial. This suggests, in contrast to other reports [13,34e36],
that the kinetics of austenite to ferrite transformation in Fe-X sys-
tems alloyed with substitutional elements is a mixed-mode and
controlled also by diffusion [37]. The analysis of partitioning coef-
ficient of alloying elements in above indicates that experimental
observations in this study for the base composition used with 0.5
mass%Mn are well explainable just with considering effect of C and
N on the equilibrium thermodynamic partitioning of Mn between
ferrite and austenite phases. However, we should emphasize that
this does not mean that for other Mn contents, or in multi-
component alloys (such as Fe-C-Mn-Si), or slower interface veloc-
ities (such as during decarburization reactions), an interaction be-
tween the C/Mn at the interface is not important to take into
account.

In our study, CPPT experiments provide indirect evidence for
noticeable Mn partitioning at the austenite/ferrite interface in Fe-C/
N-Mn systems. The difference between stagnant stages in type H
cyclic experiments can only be explained by different partitioning
behavior of Mn in the presence and absence of different interstitial
elements. However, a counter argument opposing this can arise
from selection of different critical temperatures for CPPT experi-
ments in different systems. In order to remove the effect of tem-
perature, further investigation on the effect of C and N and their
absence on the length of stagnant stage at different temperatures is
performed through systematic simulation of type H CPPT experi-
ment using the LEmodel in Fe-xC-0.5Mn (Fig. 8a) and Fe-xN-0.5Mn
(Fig. 8b) systems (x¼ 0.01 to 0.4 wt%). As it can be seen in Fig. 8c,
the stagnant stage, or as explained above spike of Mn, appears also
in the interstitial-free system of Fe-0.5Mn and higher concentration
of interstitial elements leads to a longer stagnant stage. In addition,
nitrogen clearly creates a longer stagnant stage than the equivalent
C containing system. As a final point, it is worth noting that the
length of the stagnant stage predicted by LEmodel in Fig. 8c is quite
comparable with the experimentally measured values in Figs. 2e4.
This suggests that the concentration of interstitial elements can be
estimated indirectly by measuring the length of stagnant stage.
7. Conclusions

In our study, cyclic partial phase transformation experiments
have been successfully used to study the effect of interstitial ele-
ments (carbon and nitrogen) and their absence on the partitioning
behavior of Mn in a Fe-0.5Mn steel. The results of experiments and
local equilibrium modelling are comparable and confirm.

1 Indirect evidence of Mn partitioning at austenite/ferrite inter-
face in absence of interstitial elements
Fig. 8. Results of systematic type H CPPT simulations in a) Fe-C-Mn and b) Fe-N-Mn
system, c) length of stagnant stage during type H CPPT in Fe-C-Mn and Fe-N-Mn
systems.
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2 Nitrogen promotes Mn partitioning at interface more than
carbon

3. Local equilibrium model can semi-quantitatively capture the
experimental observations in cyclic experiments
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